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Abstract
Variational autoencoders (VAEs) are a stan-
dard framework for inducing latent variable
models that have been shown effective in learn-
ing text representations as well as in text gen-
eration. The key challenge with using VAEs is
the posterior collapse problem: learning tends
to converge to trivial solutions where the gen-
erators ignore latent variables. In our Lev-
enstein VAE, we propose to replace the evi-
dence lower bound (ELBO) with a new objec-
tive which is simple to optimize and prevents
posterior collapse. Intuitively, it corresponds
to generating a sequence from the autoencoder
and encouraging the model to predict an opti-
mal continuation according to the Levenshtein
distance (LD) with the reference sentence at
each time step in the generated sequence. We
motivate the method from the probabilistic
perspective by showing that it is closely re-
lated to optimizing a bound on the intractable
Kullback-Leibler divergence of an LD-based
kernel density estimator from the model dis-
tribution. With this objective, any generator
disregarding latent variables will incur large
penalties and hence posterior collapse does not
happen. We relate our approach to policy dis-
tillation (Ross et al., 2011) and dynamic ora-
cles (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012). By consid-
ering Yelp and SNLI benchmarks, we show
that Levenstein VAE produces more informa-
tive latent representations than alternative ap-
proaches to preventing posterior collapse.
1 Introduction
A latent variable model is a statistical model that
assumes that a sequence x is generated by some ran-
dom process, involving an unobserved random vari-
able z. While latent variable models have a long
history in natural language processing (e.g., Brown
et al. (1993); Blei et al. (2003)), recently, much
work has focused on deep generative modeling,
i.e. combining neural networks and latent variable
modeling. This direction is attractive as it brings
together advantages of neural networks (i.e., pro-
viding powerful function approximators) with the
benefits of latent variable modeling (e.g., natural
ways of specifying inductive biases or supporting
semi-supervised learning). Deep generative models
have been shown effective in producing accurate
language models (Pelsmaeker and Aziz, 2019), as
well as, in inducing informative representations
for downstream tasks (Fu et al., 2019). Typically,
these methods rely on the variational autoencod-
ing (VAE) framework (Kingma and Welling, 2014;
Rezende et al., 2014). The variational autoencoders
optimize the lower bound (ELBO) on the (usually
intractable) marginal likelihood pθ(x). One of the
key issues with using variational autoencoders is
the posterior collapse problem (Bowman et al.,
2016): learning often converges to a trivial opti-
mum, a solution where the generator ignores the
latent variable z when generating x. While a num-
ber of approaches have been proposed to address
this issue (see section 4), they typically modify the
architecture of a generator, are much slower in com-
parison to the vanilla version or are problematic to
use with high-dimensional latent variables.
In our work, we propose to replace ELBO with a
new objective which is easy to optimize and which
prevents the posterior collapse. We motivate the
objective by considering a kernel density estimator
(KDE) that relies on the Levenshtein distance (LD)
as its kernel. We derive our objective by consid-
ering the maximization of the upper bound on the
intractable Kullback-Leibler divergence of the ker-
nel density estimator from the model distribution
pθ(x). An important property of this objective is
that any generator ignoring latent space will incur
a large penalty, and, as a result, posterior collapse
does not occur. This contrasts with the usual max-
imum likelihood objective used in VAEs which a
strong (e.g., recurrent) autoregressive model can fit
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well without relying on any latent information.
Intuitively, in our Levenshtein VAE, the recon-
struction term of the vanilla VAE gets replaced with
a new loss term. This term corresponds to generat-
ing a sequence from the autoencoder and forcing
the model to predict an optimal continuation at each
time step in the generated sequence. The set of op-
timal continuations is computed with respect to the
target sequence using the Levenshtein distance (see
an example in Figure 3). Note that these optimal
continuations can be effectively computed with dy-
namic programming (Sabour et al., 2019) and are
closely related to dynamic oracles (Goldberg and
Nivre, 2012).
We consider Yelp and SNLI datasets and com-
pare representations learned with Levenshtein
VAE against the vanilla VAE and popular alter-
native approaches to tackling posterior collapse,
β-VAE (Higgins et al., 2017) and cyclical anneal-
ing VAE (Fu et al., 2019). We observe that rep-
resentations produced by our approach, are con-
siderably more informative than those of the alter-
natives, as measured using diagnostic classifiers.
We also consider language modeling and measure
perplexity. Note that the perplexity-based evalua-
tion examines the model predictions when given
true (‘gold-standard’) prefixes. This matches the
maximum likelihood (and hence ELBO) objectives
but does not directly correspond to the way Lev-
enshtein VAE has been optimized. Nevertheless,
when simply interpolated with the objective of stan-
dard VAE, our model both does not suffer from the
posterior collapse and achieves strong results on
this benchmark.
While we experiment with a specific (though
standard) architecture and consider non-conditional
generation, our approach is general. It can, in prin-
ciple, be applied in most applications where VAEs
have been shown effective (Shen et al., 2017; Hu
et al., 2017). Moreover, Levenshtein distance can
be replaced with other alternatives (e.g., its gener-
alization to ngram similarities (Kondrak, 2005)), as
long as optimal continuations are efficiently com-
putable. Our main contributions can be summa-
rized as follows
• we introduce a new and simple approach to
preventing posterior collapse in variational
autoencoders;
• we motivate it from the probabilistic perspec-
tive, showing that it is a valid loss for training
a latent variable model;
• we demonstrate its effectiveness on represen-
tation learning and language modeling bench-
marks.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Latent variable models for sequence
generation
When using a latent variable model, the proba-
bility of a sequence x is defined as: pθ(x) =
Ep(z)
[∏|x|
t=1 pθ(xt|x<t, z)
]
. Usually, parame-
ters of such model are estimated by optimiz-
ing the marginal log likelihood of the data:∑
x∈D log pθ(x). Directly minimising this objec-
tive function is problematic due to the absence of
the closed-form solution for the integral, which
is caused by RNN parameterisation of each con-
ditional distribution. Even though naı¨ve applica-
tion of Monte Carlo (MC) method for integration
will result in an unbiased estimator, it can have ex-
tremely high variance as most latent configurations
do not explain a given observation well. Kingma
and Welling (2014) and Rezende et al. (2014) pro-
posed a Variational Autoencoder (VAE) model that
overcomes this challenge by using amortized vari-
ational inference. VAEs maximize the evidence
lower bound (ELBO) which is derived by introduc-
ing an approximate posterior distribution qφ(z|x)
(also known as recognition model, inference net-
work or simply encoder) parameterised as a neural
network:
log pθ(x) ≥ Eqφ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]−
DKL (qφ(z|x)‖p(z))
(1)
The bound is maximized with respect to both gen-
erator parameters θ and encoder parameters φ. Im-
portantly, gradients of the ELBO with respect to
generator parameters θ can be estimated with a
relatively low variance. Optimizing ELBO with
respect to parameters φ is equivalent to minimizing
the KL divergence between the true posterior and
the encoder DKL (qφ(z|x)‖pθ(z|x)).
2.2 Posterior collapse
Efficient and simple training of VAEs led to a
surge of recent interest in deep generative modeling
of structured data (Bowman et al., 2016; Go´mez-
Bombarelli et al., 2016). However, prior work has
established that VAE training often suffers from
the posterior collapse problem, where the gener-
ative model learns to ignore a subset or all of the
latent variables. This phenomenon is more com-
mon when the generator pθ(x|z) is parametrised
as a strong autoregressive model, for example, an
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). A
powerful autoregressive decoder has sufficient ca-
pacity to achieve good data likelihood without us-
ing latent code, thus intuitively having a KL term
in the ELBO encourages the encoder to be indepen-
dent of data qφ(z|x) ≈ p(z). While holding the
KL term responsible for posterior collapse makes
intuitive sense, the mathematical mechanism of this
phenomenon is not well understood, and spurious
local optima that prefer the posterior-collapse so-
lution may arise even during optimization of the
exact marginal likelihood (Lucas et al., 2019).
3 Our model
In this section, we propose an alternative to a maxi-
mum likelihood estimation via kernel density esti-
mation and discuss its properties. Then we derive
two upper bounds of KL divergence between the
model and the nonparametric (KDE) distribution.
We discuss the pitfalls of the naı¨ve upper bound and
use an importance sampling distribution to derive
a much tighter upper bound. Finally, we describe
how to use policy distillation approach to minimize
the Levenstein reconstruction error. If the reader is
not interested in these derivations, they can skip to
subsection 3.5.
3.1 Kernel density estimation
Let us introduce a nonparametric probability distri-
bution of sequences given a training set D, using
a kernel density estimation (KDE) framework for
discrete data (Aitchison and Aitken, 1976):
pτ,D(x) =
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
exp
{− 1τDedit(x, xk)}
Zk
Here Dedit stands for the Levenshtein distance
(Levenshtein, 1966) between two sequences, Zk
denotes the normalizing constant of the kernel∑
x exp
{− 1τDedit(x, xk)}, and τ is a smoothing
parameter called the bandwidth of the kernel or,
more appropriate in this case, temperature. Intu-
itively, KDE estimates the probability of a partic-
ular sequence x by measuring how similar it is to
the datapoints from the training dataset. If the tol-
erance for deviating from the original datapoint is
infinitesimal, the empirical distribution is recov-
ered: limτ→0 pτ,D(x) = δD(x). Unfortunately,
directly working with pτ,D distribution is problem-
atic. For example, evaluating the probability of
a sequence x is infeasible due to the intractable
partition functions. It is straightforward to show
that MLE optimization is equivalent to minimizing
KullbackLeibler divergence of model pθ(x) from
empirical distribution δD(x). Instead, we propose
to optimize the reverse KL divergence:
DKL (pθ(x)‖pτ,D(x)) =− Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)]
−H(pθ(x)) (2)
Both directions of KL divergences are legitimate
objective functions. The differences in their be-
haviour are well understood and used in approxi-
mate Bayesian inference (Huszar, 2015) and im-
plicit generative models (Mohamed and Lakshmi-
narayanan, 2016). The differences are the most
striking when model underspecification is present,
for example, trying to fit parameters of a small
LSTM language model using massive dataset. Min-
imizing forward DKL (pD‖pθ) will lead to models
that overgeneralise and produce samples that have
low probability under pD. This is due to the mode
covering behaviour of such loss, that requires all
modes of pD to be matched by pθ. In other words,
minimising forward KL will create a model that
can produce all the behaviour that is observed in
real data, at the cost of introducing behaviours that
are never seen (Holtzman et al., 2019). On the
other hand, using reverse DKL (pθ‖pD) will yield
a model that avoids any behaviour that is unlikely
under pD at the cost of ignoring modes of the em-
pirical distribution. Usually, this reverse KL is
optimised by employing the GAN framework. The
advantage of our proposed loss is that it is not as
brittle and hard to train as GAN for text (de Mas-
son d’Autume et al., 2019), while enjoying the
same theoretical benefits.
3.2 Naı¨ve upper bound
The loss in Eq. 2 cannot be optimized directly be-
cause of intractable pτ,D distribution. One option is
to apply the Jensen’s inequality to the cross entropy
term to derive an upper bound:
DKL (pθ(x)‖pτ,D(x)) ≤ −H(pθ(x)) + const
+
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Epθ(x) [Dedit(x, xk)] (3)
where const =
∑
xk∈D logZk. Another interpreta-
tion of τ , namely that it controls the desired level
(a) Original reward. (b) Naı¨ve bound reward.
Figure 1: Reward functions associated with the original
loss and naı¨ve bound.
of the entropy of the model, is apparent from the
bound. Despite the simplicity of this bound, it is
too loose and cannot be used for learning.
To obtain a better intuitive understanding of why
it is the case, let’s consider the continuous case
of density estimation with the Euclidean squared
distance as an “edit” distance. In this setup, KDE
distribution is simply equal to the mixture of Gaus-
sians which we want to distil into our paramet-
ric model. Let’s assume a dataset contains four
points than the contour lines of a corresponding
reward function that the model pθ is trying to prob-
abilistically optimize (excluding the entropy term)
is shown in Figure 1a. The reward function as-
sociated with the naı¨ve bound (Fig. 1b) assigns
highest value to the part of the space that repre-
sents centre of mass of a dataset. Obviously, this
creates “deceitful” optimums and has catastrophic
consequences for the optimized model. For dis-
crete case this is especially evident if one uses the
Hamming distance. The Hamming distance is de-
fined as the number of positions at which the corre-
sponding symbols are different. In other words,
the Hamming distance between two sequences
can be decomposed into a sum of token distances:
DH(x, xk) =
∑
i d(x
i, xik), where i is a position
index and d(xi, xik) is equal to 1 if the tokens match
and 0, otherwise. Thus, the summations over exam-
ples and over tokens in a sampled sequence can be
swapped in the last term of the loose upper bound:∑
i Eθ(xi|x<i)
[∑
xk∈D d(x
i, xik)
]
. This implies
that optimizing this loss will result in matching the
next token probability distribution with the empiri-
cal (position-specific) marginal distribution (centre
of mass of a dataset), while disregarding the gen-
erated prefix. With the Levenshtein distance, it is
hard to determine precisely what would be the opti-
mum of the bound, yet it is clear that it should not
be used for learning.
3.3 Tighter upper bound
Importance sampling. Introducing an impor-
tance sampling (IS) distribution γ(k|x) is a vi-
able way to make the bound tighter. This distri-
bution should tell us how important it is to min-
imise the distance between a generated sequence
and the k-th example from the dataset. Knowing
that we want to build a latent variable model, we
can substitute a sequence x with its correspond-
ing latent code z. Further, we would like the
model to be useful for representation learning,
thus we will use an encoder qφ(z|x) to instanti-
ate IS-distribution: γ(k|z) = 1|D|
qφ(z|xk)
qφ(z)
, where
q(z) = 1|D|
∑
xi∈D qφ(z|xi), which in variational
inference literature is known as the aggregated pos-
terior1 (Makhzani et al., 2015). Intuitively, γ(k|x)
measures compatibility between z (i.e. the latent
representations of x) and the data point xk. Apply-
ing a Jensen’s inequality to the loss (Eq. 2) while
using IS-distribution γ(k|z), results in the follow-
ing upper bound (see details in Appendix A):
DKL (pθ(x)‖pτ,D(x)) ≤ Lφ,θ(D) =
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)]
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
log qφ(z|xk)
]
− Ep(z) log qφ(z)
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
logZk
]
−H(pθ(x))
(4)
This objective has a crucial property of scalability,
as it is decomposed into a sum of instance-level
losses that can be evaluated independently of each
other. Hence, ubiquitous stochastic optimization
can be used to scale the learning to massive datasets
(Bottou, 2010).
Approximate bound. If the ratio p(z)qφ(z) had been
equal to one all parts of the bound would have
gained clear meanings. Namely, the first term be-
comes expected reconstruction error measured by
the edit distance and the second term turns into the
negative entropy of the encoder averaged across
all inputs. For this reason, we decided to consider
constrained optimization task with qφ(z) = p(z)
1It is worth mentioning that even though the introduced en-
coder is reminiscent of an approximate posterior distribution,
the model is not trying to explicitly minimize the difference
between the encoder and the true posterior.
as a constrain. Using a method of Lagrange multi-
pliers we can simply add λDKL (qφ(z)‖p(z)) term
to the Eq. 4. Having such regularization expres-
sion, we can approximate the terms in the bound
by considering p(z)qφ(z) = 1. Assuming that Lagrange
multiplier λ = 1 the next loss function is derived:
Lφ,θ(D) ≈
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)]
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
DKL (qφ(z|xk)‖p(z))
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
logZk −H(pθ(x))
(5)
The gradient of this approximate constrained bound
will result in the biased gradients of the original
bound. However, if the constraint is satisfied the
bias disappears.
3.4 Optimal Transport interpretation.
Interestingly enough, it is possible to obtain a loss
identical to Eq. 5 by considering an optimal trans-
port task. Let’s inspect a MongeKantorovich trans-
portation problem which in our case can be de-
scribed as a task of pushing model probability mass
pθ(x˜) into an empirical distribution p(x):
min
θ
{
Epθ(x,x˜) [c(x, x˜)]
}
s.t.
∑
x
pθ(x, x˜) = pθ(x˜),
∑
x˜
pθ(x, x˜) = p(x).
(6)
The cost of transporting sampled datapoint x˜ to
the true datapoint x is given and in this case
defined by the Levenshtein distance c(x˜, x) =
Dedit(x˜, x). The transportation plan can be rep-
resented by the joint distribution pθ(x, x˜) (see
Fig. 2) which indicates how much mass of x˜
should be transported to the point x. This plan
has to satisfy the mass conservation constraints
mentioned in Eq. 6. Following the same rea-
soning as in Tolstikhin et al. (2018), we will con-
nect x and x˜ through the latent space: pθ(x, x˜) =
pθ(x˜|x)p(x) =
∫
pθ(x˜|z)qφ(z|x)p(x)dz. The
mass conservation constraint for the p(x) is triv-
ially satisfied by construction. Knowing that a
generative model pθ(x) =
∫
pθ(x|z)p(z)dz is
a latent variable model, mass conservation con-
straint is equivalent to the constraint of prior dis-
tribution being equal to the aggregated posterior
p(z) = q(z)
def
=
∑
x qφ(z|x)p(x). The optimal
Figure 2: Empirical and model distributions are repre-
sented by squares and circles respectively. The area of
the markers is proportional to the probability of each
datapoint. Distances between markers correspond to
the edit distance between datapoints. The thickness of
lines is proportional to the corresponding value of the
joint probability.
transport loss can be derived using a method of
Lagrange multipliers:
Ep(x)Eqφ(z|x)Epθ(x˜|z) [c(x, x˜)] + λD(p(z), q(z))
(7)
Where D(p(z), q(z)) is any divergence between
two probability distributions. The approximate up-
per bound Eq. 5 can be produced by selecting cor-
responding KL-divergence and adding the entropy
regularization. In other words, our approximate
bound minimizes the transportation cost between a
latent variable model and an empirical distribution
while maintaining a high entropy for the former dis-
tribution. This interpretation once again resonates
with GAN models which can also be trained using
a dual formulation of the Monge-Kantorovich task.
3.5 Reconstruction error minimization.
Inspecting the approximation of the KL upper
bound (Eq. 5) one can notice that the last three
elements can be effortlessly optimised. For ex-
ample, for some distributions (e.g. normal with
diagonal covariance matrix) gradients of the KL
can be computed analytically, or MC estimated
with relatively low variance. Even though the en-
tropy of the generative model itself is intractable to
compute, it is possible to derive a tractable upper
bound (using Jensen’s inequality). Its gradients can
be used for the entropy maximization. The third
term is a constant with respect to parameters, so
can be safely ignored altogether. On the other hand,
the first term is the most challenging. This term
tries to embed an input sentence xk into a latent
space z in a way that makes it easy to reconstruct
the sentence back by keeping the edit distance to
the original sequence as low as possible. The inner
part Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)] is especially difficult to
optimise.
Target <S> this pizza is very good <\S>
Generated <S> the risotto is very good <\S>
OC targets this
{this,
pizza}
{this,
pizza,
is}
very good <\S>
Figure 3: The optimal next words for each prefix based
on the Levenshtein distance.
RL approach. This reconstruction loss can be
seen as a reinforcement learning task and optimised
with different variations of the REINFORCE algo-
rithm (Williams, 1992). Tokens generated so far
correspond to the agent’s state, the agent’s action
corresponds to the symbol that should be produced
next. Despite the recent successes of deep RL,
obtaining acceptable levels of performance often
requires an almost prohibitively large amount of
experience to be acquired by the agent (Salimans
et al., 2017). Further, in the VAE setup, an encoder
is usually optimised using low variance pathwise
derivatives (Rezende et al., 2014). Even though
an encoder in our method can be reparametrised,
the pathwise derivative cannot be derived because
there is no analytical expression for the inner term.
Policy distillation approach. If the expert pol-
icy exists, the learning efficiency of the RL task
can be drastically improved. Sabour et al. (2019)
noticed that for the Levenshtein distance dynamic
programming can be used to efficiently compute
such expert policy, which they call the optimal com-
pletion (OC) policy piOC(·|x˜<t, x). In other words,
given the generated prefix x˜<t at time step t and
the original sequence x, we can determine what
symbol should be generated to minimise the edit
distance. In NLP, such expert policies are known
as dynamic oracles (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012).
Figure 3 contains an example of targets provided
by such oracle for a particular generated sequence
given a target sentence. There is great interest in
the RL field in methods that enable knowledge
transfer to agents based on already trained policies
(Rusu et al., 2016) or human examples (Abbeel and
Ng, 2004). One of the most successful techniques
for knowledge transfer is policy distillation (Ross
et al., 2011), where an agent is trained to match
the state-dependent probability distribution over
actions provided by a teacher/oracle. We use pol-
icy distillation as a proxy to optimizing the term
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)] in Eq. 5.
Usually, policy distillation is done by following
updates in the gradient-like direction:
Ex˜∼ρ
 |x˜|∑
t=1
∇θDKL (pioc(·|x˜<t, x)‖pθ(·|x˜<t, z))

(8)
The distribution ρ is known as a control policy
(Czarnecki et al., 2019), and it is used to generate
trajectories over which the distillation process is
performed.
OC control policy. A variety of different control
policies can be used. For example, if the control
policy is equal to the teacher policy, Eq. 8 leads
to a method which is known as teacher forcing.
Interestingly enough, using the OC policy as the
control policy in Eq. 5, recovers the ELBO objec-
tive (Eq. 1).
Generator as a control policy. Generally, bet-
ter results are obtained by training a model un-
der its own predictions2 ρ = pθ. In our exper-
iments, we observed even better results with a
distribution that assigns all the probability mass
to the greedy argmax of the model δpθ(x) =
1greedy argmax pθ(x).
A mixture control policy Important advantage
of adopting the policy distillation approach is that,
as latent code z can be expressed as a deterministic
function gφ(x, ) of parameters, input and indepen-
dent noise, nothing prevents us from employing
the reparameterization trick (Kingma and Welling,
2014) for the encoder. Additionally, the distilla-
tion process implicitly includes a model entropy
term from Eq. 5. For example, in case of a multi-
modal teacher distribution, the KL term in Eq. 8
will have extreme values if a model picks only one
mode. Hence the distillation process keeps the
model away from the mode-collapsing solutions.
Using the latent variable is the only way our model
can access a gold standard prefix. For that reason, if
the latent space is small, the optimisation problem
becomes extremely hard. Another consequence of
a small latent space is that the IS distribution will
not be able to properly partition the dataset, thus
the upper bound will become too loose to be useful
for learning. To overcome this issue we use a mix-
ture of the previously introduced greedy argmax
and teacher distributions as the control policy in
Eq. 8.
2It is worth mentioning that in this case, distillation updates
do not form a gradient field anymore. Nonetheless, it does not
pose a real problem (for details see Czarnecki et al. (2019)).
Algorithm 1: Levenshtein VAE
Input :Model x, z ∼ pθ(·|z), p(z)
IS distribution qφ(z|x)
dataset D
Output :parameters θ, φ
Initialize θ, φ randomly.
while not converged do
Sample datapoint xk ∼ D
Sample latent code zk ∼ qφ(z|xk)
Generate x˜ from the model pθ(·|zk)
Store corresponding pθ(·|x˜<t, zk)
Compute OC policy for Levenshtein
distance using dynamic programming:∏|x˜|
t=1 piOC(·|x˜<t, xk)
Compute ∇θ,φDKL (piOC‖pθ(·|x˜<t, zk))
Compute ∇θ,φ − log pθ(xk|z)
Compute ∇φDKL (qφ(z|xk)‖p(z))
Update θ, φ using SGD.
Surrogate loss and algorithm. Despite the
seemingly complex derivation of the method, pro-
posed technique is quite simple and easy to use in
practice. To use the proposed method within any
automatic differentiation framework, it is sufficient
to construct the following surrogate loss:
λEˆx˜∼δpθ
 |x˜|∑
t=1
DKL (piOC‖pθ(·|x˜<t, gφ(xk, )))

− α
|xk|∑
t=1
log pθ(x
k|xk<t, gφ(xk, )))
+ τDKL (qφ(z|xk)‖p(z))
(9)
A surrogate objective is a function of the inputs that,
once differentiated, gives an unbiased gradient esti-
mator of the original loss (Schulman et al., 2015).
Here Eˆ denotes the empirical average, which means
that one does not need to backpropagate through
the sampling distribution. Hyperparameters λ and
α determine, correspondingly, the level of mixture
of student and teacher policies in the control policy.
Algorithm 1 outlines the optimization procedure
for our method.
It is worth emphasising once again, that Eq. 5
cannot be minimised unless some information is
stored in the latent code. The generator does not
have any access to the true sequence except through
the latent code, and because the objective is to
minimise the edit distance between the input and
generated sequences, it has no other choice but to
store information in the latent space.
4 Related work
Since the posterior collapse issue was observed,
several methods have been proposed to mitigate
it. They can be roughly divided into four groups.
The first contains models that modify the architec-
ture of the model, for example, by weakening a
decoder (Bowman et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017)
or by introducing additional connections that en-
force strong links between the latent variables and
the likelihood function (Dieng et al., 2019). The
second is represented by methods that introduce
more flexible approximate posterior or prior distri-
butions (Tomczak and Welling, 2018; Pelsmaeker
and Aziz, 2019) or fix some of their parameters and
thus putting a cap on a minimal KL value (Xu and
Durrett, 2018). The third group consists of meth-
ods that modify the amortized inference network
optimization procedure of VAE (He et al., 2019;
Kim et al., 2018). Finally, the fourth group contains
models that modify ELBO objective by introduc-
ing an additional loss that encourages high mutual
information between observed and latent variables
(Zhao et al., 2017b,a; Higgins et al., 2017; Pels-
maeker and Aziz, 2019). Our model is most closely
related to the last group. Even though proposed ap-
proach is not directly connected to the ELBO, it
still can be reinterpreted as a model that augments
ELBO with the term that encourages high mutual
information.
5 Experiments
The effectiveness of our method is validated by ob-
taining comparable results to other methods for
the language modelling task and achieving bet-
ter results in representation learning as measured
by probing classifiers. We conducted experiments
on three different datasets: Penn Treebank dataset
(Marcus et al., 1993) for language modeling, SNLI
(Bowman et al., 2015) and Yelp (Shen et al., 2017)
datasets for representation learning evaluation. The
code to reproduce the experimental results is pub-
licly available.3
5.1 Penn Treebank
We compared our method with several baselines,
including the standard RNN language model and
VAE-based language models: the vanilla VAE
3https://github.com/anonymised_link
Method Lev. D -ELBO Recon. KL PPL -LL
LSTM-LM – – – – 72.22 104.67
VAE 0.90 105.00 104.99 0.01 73.10 104.99
β-VAEβ=0.6 0.85 105.09 101.73 3.36 72.38 104.74
Cyc. ann. VAEM=5 0.86 104.80 103.40 1.40 72.07 104.64
Lev. VAEτ=1.0α=1.0,λ=0.15 0.87 104.72 103.42 1.30 72.11 104.65
Lev. VAEτ=1.0α=1.0.λ=1.0 0.79 109.74 98.01 11.73 80.19 107.25
Table 1: Results on PTB test set for various methods.
model, β-VAE (Higgins et al., 2017) and cycli-
cal annealing VAE (Fu et al., 2019). We started by
determining the optimal hyperparameters for the
LSTM language model, which we used within gen-
erators of all models. A random search (Bergstra
and Bengio, 2012) was used for hyperparameters
optimisation. Appendix B contains all the details
of this process and the discovered optimal values.
An encoder for the VAE-based methods was imple-
mented as a one-layer bidirectional LSTM. A Gaus-
sian approximate posterior with 32-dimensional
diagonal covariance matrix was used for all mod-
els. The generator was implemented as a vanilla
LSTM language model with the first hidden state
initialised by the projection from the latent space.
To achieve a fair comparison of methods, we tuned
additional hyperparameters for each algorithm. Par-
ticularly, annealing cycle period M measured in
epochs for cyclical annealing VAE and KL weight
β for β-VAE. For our method we fixed KL weight
τ = 1 and teacher forcing weight α = 1 and tuned
only optimal completion policy weight λ.
The results are in Table 1. Lev. D denotes the
average Levenshtein distance between a sequence
from the dataset and its reconstruction. Our method
performs competitively on this dataset. For all VAE
models negative log-likelihood (-LL) and perplex-
ity (PPL) was estimated by importance sampling
using the trained approximate posterior q(z|x) as
the importance distribution with 1000 samples.
5.2 Probing the latent space
5.2.1 Yelp sentiment analysis
To quantify representation learning capability of
the proposed method, we trained our model on
Yelp sentiment dataset preprocessed by Shen et al.
(2017). Then we trained a linear classifier to predict
sentiment labels relying on the representation ob-
tained by the approximated posterior distribution,
namely expected value µ.
We fixed latent space dimensionality at 256.
Again, to make a fair comparison, we tuned hy-
Method Lev.D Recon. KL Acc.%
AE 0.00 0.03 – 86.57
L. AE 0.00 0.08 – 89.93
β-VAEβ=1.0 / VAE 0.79 31.84 0.01 91.90
Cyc. ann. VAEM=18 0.80 32.48 0.02 91.95
L. VAEτ=0.7α=1.0,λ=1.0 0.30 10.06 33.15 92.66
L. VAEτ=0.2α=0.0,λ=1.0 0.18 7.44 49.95 92.91
Table 2: Results on Yelp test set for various methods.
perparameters of each method (for details, see ap-
pendix B). The model selection process was based
on the linear classifier performance on the vali-
dation set. For our method we investigated two
distinct configurations: with (α = 1, λ = 1) and
without (α = 0, λ = 1) teacher forcing and tuned
KL weight τ . Also, a simple non-variational Lev-
enshtein autoencoder (α = 0, λ = 1, τ = 0) was
trained. Probably due to the nature of the senti-
ment analysis task, the good performance among
baseline VAE methods was achieved by the models
with tiny KL values. However, the variations of our
model achieved better results and have much bigger
KL between the prior and the approximate poste-
rior. One can see from Table 2, Lev. AE row, that
our method does not merely perform latent space
regularization as bag-of-words-augmented VAEs
(Zhao et al., 2017b): for it can almost perfectly
autoencode each sentence from the test set.
Latent space To qualitatively show the differ-
ence between our method and β-VAE, we selected
two models with similar KL values (19.35 for our
model and 19.29 for β-VAE). For each sentence
in the test set, we generated its reconstruction us-
ing a latent code and argmax decoding. Then for
each position in the original sentence, we checked
whether it is present in the reconstruction.
As one can see from Figure 4, β-VAE accuracy
decreases with a higher rate in comparison to our
model. We argue that this is because our model
does not have direct access to a gold standard prefix
and can only use the information available in the
Figure 4: Word reconstruction accuracy depending on
the position in the input sentence.
Method Lev.D Recon. KL Acc.%
AE 0.02 1.23 – 59.71
L. AE 0.02 1.49 – 61.49
VAE 0.70 31.13 0.01 43.36
β-VAEβ=0.1 0.09 2.49 54.91 60.33
Cyc. ann. VAEM=2 0.69 30.60 0.57 55.54
L. VAEτ=0.4α=0.0,λ=1.0 0.21 13.44 31.93 63.31
L. VAEτ=0.6α=1.0,λ=1.0 0.17 7.37 36.14 63.80
Table 3: Results for SNLI test set for various baselines.
latent code, hence it must learn how to utilize it
to generate correct reconstructions. In contrast, β-
VAE overrelies on the prefix and cannot at test time
recover from its own mistakes.
5.2.2 Natural language inference
Observing very low KL values for the best baseline
methods on Yelp dataset, we decided to evaluate
our model on a harder task, natural language infer-
ence (NLI) task using SNLI dataset (Bowman et al.,
2015). NLI consists of predicting the relationship
between two sentences which can be either entail-
ment, contradiction, or neutral. The task can be
formulated as a three-way classification problem.
First of all, we pretrained our model using language
modelling task on SNLI dataset with deduplicated
premises. Then we trained a linear probe using a
feature vector obtained by concatenating vectors
µpre, µhyp, µpre − µhyp and µpre  µhyp, where
µ is expected value of the approximate posterior
distribution.
From Table 3, one can see that even the simple
non-variational Levenshtein autoencoder performs
better than the baselines. If we add more struc-
ture to the latent space with the KL regularization,
our method achieves even better results. We also
Figure 5: Accuracy of the linear classifier with a differ-
ent size of a training dataset.
emulated a semi-supervised setup by varying the
amount of labeled data for the classifier (Figure 5).
Our method outperforms β-VAE in all regimes.
6 Discussion
In this work, we focus on the Levenshtein distance,
yet other distances can be used, assuming that their
corresponding OC policies are easy to compute.
Scheduled sampling (Bengio et al., 2015), a pop-
ular technique for avoiding exposure bias prob-
lem (Ranzato et al., 2016), can be reinterpreted as
an optimal completion policy distillation algorithm
for the Hamming distance. In fact, they minimise
the naı¨ve upper bound (Eq.3) of the proposed loss,
as a consequence the method has the same issues
that come with this loose bound.
Besides posterior collapse, another serious issue
affecting VAEs, as well as any other models trained
using teacher forcing, is exposure bias (Ranzato
et al., 2016). The models that have never been
trained on their own errors may not be robust to
them at test time. In our approach, the model gen-
erates sequences at train time and there is no such
mismatch between test and train regimes. We leave
investigation of the degree to which it can improve
generation quality to future work.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a novel method
for learning latent variable models that minimises
the KL divergence of the KDE nonparametric dis-
tribution from the model. It is simple to use and
efficient and does not suffer from the posterior col-
lapse issue. We demonstrated its effectiveness for
representation learning and language modelling.
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A Upper bound
DKL (pθ(x)‖pτ,D(x)) =− Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)]
−H(pθ(x))
Let’s consider the cross entropy term:
Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)] = Ep(z)Epθ(x|z) [log pτ,D(x)] =
Ep(z)Epθ(x|z)
log
 1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
γ(k|z)
γ(k|z)
exp
{− 1τDedit(x, xk)}
Zk

Applying Jensen’s inequality one can derive:
− Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)] ≤
1
τ
Ep(z)Epθ(x|z)
∑
xk∈D
γ(k|z)Dedit(x, xk)
+
Ep(z)Epθ(x|z)
∑
xk∈D
γ(k|z) log γ(k|z)
+
Ep(z)Epθ(x|z)
∑
xk∈D
γ(k|z) (log |D|+ logZk)

After expanding γ(k|z) it is evident that all ele-
ments in the second and third terms do not depend
on x. After exchanging order of integration and
summation:
− Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)] ≤
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Ep(z)
[
qφ(z|xk)
qφ(z)
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)]
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Ep(z)
[
qφ(z|xk)
qφ(z)
(log qφ(z|xk)− log qφ(z) + logZk)
]
Simplifying further, the next upper bound for the
cross entropy is obtained:
− Epθ(x) [log pτ,D(x)] ≤
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)]
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
log qφ(z|xk)
]
−
Ep(z)
[
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D qφ(z|xk)
qφ(z)
log qφ(z)
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
logZk
]
Adding the entropy term, the final result is:
DKL (pθ(x)‖pτ,D(x)) ≤
1
τ |D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
Epθ(x|z) [Dedit(x, xk)]
]
+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
log qφ(z|xk)
]
−
Ep(z) log qφ(z)+
1
|D|
∑
xk∈D
Eqφ(z|xk)
[
p(z)
qφ(z)
logZk
]
−H(pθ(x))
B Hyperparameters
To find optimal hyperparameters setting for the
LSTM language model we used random search
(Bergstra and Bengio, 2012), where all tuned hy-
perparameters were smapled from the grid in Table
4. The determined best hyperparameters for PTB
dataset can be found in Table 4.
Table 4: Best hyperparameters and random search grid
for LSTM-LM on PTB dataset.
Hyperparameter Range Best
optimizer [Adam, AdaDelta, Sgd] Adam
embedding dim. [128, 256, 512] 256
hidden dim. [128, 256, 512] 256
embedding dropout rate [none, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] 0.4
output (word classifier) dropout rate [none, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] 0.4
recurrent dropout rate [none, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] none
recurrent layer normalization [present, absent] present
tied embedding and output weights [tied, untied] tied
learning rate [1, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4] 10−2
L2 regularization weight [10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5] 10−4
max gradient Chebyshev norm [1.0, 3.0, inf] 3.0
We used tied weight for embedding and word
classification weights (Inan et al., 2017). Gradient
clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) was employed to
make learning more stable. Layer normalization
(Ba et al., 2016) and dropout (Semeniuta et al.,
2016) were used in recurrent layers to reduce an
overfitting issue.
We kept less sensitive hyperparameters to the
fixed values, which can be found in Table 5.
Table 5: Fixed hyperparameters for LSTM-LM on PTB
dataset.
Hyperparameter Value
batch size 64
sentence max length 100 words
validation frequency 3 times per epoch
early stopping patience 7 epochs
early stopping improvement threshold relative 0.1%
max number of epochs 100 epochs
learning rate scheduler patience 3 epochs
learning rate reducing multiplicative factor 0.5
Table 6: Hyperparameters for VAE models on PTB
dataset.
Hyperparameter Range Value
latent code dim. – 32
encoder embedding dropout rate – 0.4
encoder recurrent dropout rate – 0.1
encoder recurrent layer normalization – present
batch size – 256
generated seq. max length (for Lev. VAE) – 120
β (for β-VAE) [0.1; 1.0; step=0.05] 0.6
M (cycle period for Cyclical ann. VAE) [1; 10; step=1] 5
α (for Levenshtein VAE, see Eq.9) – 1.0
λ (for Levenshtein VAE, see Eq.9) [0.5; 2.0; step=0.05] 0.15
τ (for Levenshtein VAE, see Eq.9) – 1.0
Table 7: Hyperparameters for VAE models on Yelp
dataset.
Hyperparameter Range Value
latent code dim. – 256
hidden dim. – 1024
embedding dim. – 512
encoder embedding dropout rate – 0.4
encoder recurrent dropout rate – 0.1
encoder recurrent layer normalization – present
batch size – 128
generated seq. max length (for Lev. VAE) – 30
β (for β-VAE) [0.0; 1.0; step=0.1] 1.0
M (cycle period for Cyclical ann. VAE) [2; 18; step=2] 18
α (for Levenshtein VAEα=0, see Eq.9) – 0.0
λ (for Levenshtein VAEα=0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
τ (for Levenshtein VAEα=0 see Eq.9) [0.0; 1.0; step=0.1] 0.2
α (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
λ (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
τ (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) [0.1; 2.2; step=0.1] 0.7
Table 8: Hyperparameters for VAE models on SNLI
dataset.
Hyperparameter Range Value
latent code dim. – 256
hidden dim. – 1024
embedding dim. – 512
encoder embedding dropout rate – 0.4
encoder recurrent dropout rate – 0.1
encoder recurrent layer normalization – present
generated seq. max length (for Lev. VAE) – 120
β (for β-VAE) [0.0; 1.0; step=0.1] 0.1
M (cycle period for Cyclical ann. VAE) [2; 18; step=4] 2
α (for Levenshtein VAEα=0, see Eq.9) – 0.0
λ (for Levenshtein VAEα=0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
τ (for Levenshtein VAEα=0 see Eq.9) [0.0; 1.0; step=0.1] 0.4
α (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
λ (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) – 1.0
τ (for Levenshtein VAEα=1.0, see Eq.9) [0.1; 2.2; step=0.1] 0.6
